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Member Profile
Amy and Ross O’Neill

After a day of shopping in
Bendigo on a Saturday with my
wife Amy, we decided to come
home the back way as we were
in Strathfieldsaye, we had our
kids in the car, Janelle 9, Paddy
8 and Ned 3, driving towards
Faraday from Sutton Grange I
brought the car to halt as I had
noticed a for sale sign on the
corner of moons lane.
I rang the agent right there
and then, the agent told us a
little bit about the block and we
walked the boundaries. Later
that afternoon we rang the
agent back and made an offer
of which was accepted the next
day.
I had always had a vision of
a Hereford underneath a gum
tree, Amy’s mum had told her
since she was a child that she
could get a horse when she
could afford to feed it and look
after it, We also wanted to give
our children a farm lifestyle of
animals, motorbikes, paddock
bombs, cubby’s and safe
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adventures.
We then set at putting our
40 square luxury home on the
market, which sold within 3
months and brought the well
ventilated, needed renovating
old farmhouse alongside the
acreage we had just brought
prior.
We love living in Faraday
and driving the short distance
to Castlemaine for work, being
able to be in Melbourne in an
hour, Bendigo in 20 minutes.
Currently we are extending
and
renovating
the
old
farmhouse and have plans
drawn up for an architecturally
designed home on the farm
along Moons Lane. The kids are
loving the space for motorbikes,
horses, paddock bombs and
cubbies, their friends have an
absolute ball when the stay for
sleep overs. Amy is enjoying
horse life and I am waiting for
the market to drop to buy more
cattle.
Faraday is a place we call
home.

The Oak Trees

Two oak trees near the gate
to Dunstans Flat have been
the cause of some speculation.
There is a rumour that they
were planted during a royal
visit, but there is no record of it
and they seem to be too young
to have been planted in the
19th Century. The 20-acre oak
forest at Harcourt was planted
in 1900 and features Algerian
oaks, bristle-tipped oaks,
cork oaks and English oaks.
The Harcourt oak forest was
planted as a source of tanbark.
The bark is taken from young
branches and twigs in oak
coppices. Castlemaine local
George Cunnack agitated for
the forest to be planted,
as the removal of native
wattlebark
by
the
tanneries was devastating
the bush.
If anyone knows the
history of the two oak
trees at Dunstans Flat we
would be pleased to learn
more.
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Roos on our Roads
Robert English

Warning. Kangaroos and
wallabies are still venturing
on to the roadside verges in
Faraday or seeking out other
green pick. We still need more
rain, followed by a few warm
days to help bring on feed in
the forest.
Our worst three roads in
Faraday are:
Golden Point Road,
Harmony Way and lately,
the Faraday - Sutton Grange
Road.
The worst time is at dusk
and dawn and especially
on full moon nights. On full
moon nights the male roos get
on the move!
Special care needs to be
taken on all of Golden Point
Road at night, because of
the narrowness of the road. I
recommend a speed of around
60kmph. The worst spots are
at Madigans Road and in
the vicinity of The Monster
Meeting area and Main Road
in Chewton. About a week
ago I met a large roo making
his way around the bends at
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Expedition Pass Reservoir.
Frequently Swamp Wallabys
cross near Dunstan’s Flat.
Members have asked what
the cross on roos means.
Preferably a red cross is
sprayed on a roo when their
pouch has been checked for
a joey. Also if the pouch is
stretched it could mean a joey
dependant on its mother could
be hiding nearby. A joey feeds
from the mother for at least
12 months. This means there
is a minimum of at least 12
months between joeys. Twins
are extremely rare and have a
low chance of survival.
Joeys go through a number
of stages:
- “Jellybean” after birth.
These are not viable.
- ”Pinkie” This is before the
fur appears. These are difficult
to raise when they are under
180/200 grams. The best babies
are when their ears are up and
eyes open. Care has to be taken
when removing pinkies from
the teat as their jaw can be
broken. A round headed pair of

scissors is used to cut the teat.
A peg can be attached to the
end of the teat to stop the joey
choking on it.
- ”Velvet” is when the fur
is appearing. This is a very
pretty stage.
- “At Heal” when the joey
is leaving the pouch and is
starting to supplement its
feeding with a little grazing.
If “fence hangers” are
encounted they need to be
constrained with a blanket, if
they are being cut out, as the
wounds need to be dressed as
quickly as possible to avioid
permanent injury or infection.
Phone Wildlife Victoria on
13000 94535, or if it is at a busy
time, phone WRIN (Bendigo)
on 0419 356 433. Both these are
24 hour numbers.”
Photos courtesy of the Hepburn
Wildlife Shelter website
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Dunstans Flat
Management Plan

Victoria to reach agreement on
priorities and a timetable for
Your committee is working action.
on a management plan for
Dunstans Flat, which has
been the Faraday recreational
area for around 150 years.
It was the venue for special
community events, school
sports and weekend picnics
prior to closure of the Faraday
School in 1972. Today the Flat
is cared for by the Faraday
Community Association under
an agreement with the statutory
authority Parks Victoria. This
agreement recognises the need
for restoration and preservation
of Dunstans Flat while allowing
its ongoing use for community
Artefacts
activities.
While pipes were being
The draft management plan laid for the Harcourt Rural
provides for action to catalogue Modernisation Scheme, Joey
indigenous and introduced Norris noticed these artefacts
flora and fauna, remove (and many more) on the
domestic rubbish, conserve and eastern corner block at the
restore the Granite Drops (also intersection of Harmony Way
known as Expedition Falls), and the Faraday-Sutton Grange
conserve the old Dunstan home Road. This was the site of the
site, remove trees and suckers first Musselwhite home and
which are overgrowing some store from 1856 to 1860. We
areas, conduct community don’t know how long the store
activities
and
continue continued to operate after the
historical and natural history Musselwhite family moved to
research. The catalogue of their new stone home further
flora is well advanced, being up the creek. From the quantity
undertaken by volunteer Ian of bottles, Joey speculates
Johnson who has created a that it may later have been a
magnificent colour map of the hotel or sly-grog shop. This is
Flat showing the flora.
certainly possible, though there
One of the most pressing are plenty of bottle fragments
tasks is to realign the gate onto around the later Musselwhite
Golden Point Road to make it house. Our book Kidnapped
safe for vehicles with trailers to by Time (available from the
pull up and open the gate. The Association) tells how John
committee would like to know Musselwhite junior (born in the
more about the two oak trees corner house in 1857) struggled
near the gate (see separate note). with grog all his life.
Once the draft management
plan has been completed a
meeting will be held with Parks
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This photo can be seen
in a carriage on the historic
Maldon-Castlemaine
Steam
Train. It was one of several
thousand
taken
by
the
Victorian Goldfields Railway
photographer in the late 40s to
early 50s and intended for use
in the carriages of both country
and suburban trains. It shows
the Major Mitchell monument
at Expedition Pass.
Some years ago all the
negatives were transferred to
the Latrobe library and it is
possible to get copies of them.
Thanks to Andrew Reynolds of the
Castlemaine and Maldon Railway
Preservation Society for this information.
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LIST OF MEMBER’S GOODS AND SERVICES
Support these members who support our Association
Terry Collins

Plumber

0438 504 353

Ray Fowler

Master Painter

5474 3109

Matthew Hough

Elphinstone Firewood Supplies

0458 387 378

Rev. Mark Dunn (Uniting Church)
Gary Hotchin
Bianca Joyce

J & P Leishman
Brendan McCarthy
Anthea Matley
Simon Moten

“Mister Workman” (Grant)
V.R. Builders

Marriage Celebrant, the setting is your choice
Bricklayer and Fencing

http://thoroughbredsoffthetrack.com.au

Olive oil, electric and general rural fencing,
agricultural consultant

0409 009 443
0413 599 984
5657 3302

0427 931 391

Photographer

0402 077 137

Sanctuary Hill Wines

0447 733 242

House building, renovations

0409 858 881

Granite Springs Olive oil
Home handyman services: carpentry, building,
painting, landscape design

5474 2601

0414 269 842

Any financial member may have their goods and services listed free in each issue. Please contact The Editor: 5474
2601 or email: faradayfarrago@yahoo.com.au.

Welcome Pack
We are asking current members to advise us when they have new neighbours. We are putting
together a ‘welcome pack’ to present to new residents and to advise them of our association.

Special Projects
The association is planning a walk along the water channel on Sunday 11th October at 2pm.
Details will appear closer to the event.

For new membership please contact Robert English at renglish@melbpc.org.au
For renewal : direct credit Bendigo Bank, BSB 633-108 a/c no. 137897070 in the name of Faraday
Community Association. Please put in sender’s name and initials. Family/couple $15.00
Individuals $10.00
Please direct correspondence to PO Box 257 Chewton 3451 or to our email address: faradayfarrago@yahoo.com.au.
Web address http://faradayfarrago.wordpress.com attention The Editors.
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